A plasmonic filter applied in visible regime is proposed on the basis of hexagonally arranged triangular silver nanoparticle arrays. A method using discrete dipole approximation (DDA) to aid design parameters of the silver nanoparticle arrays is adopted for the filter design and optimization on the basis of computational numerical calculation. The influence of the particle's thickness and period on the extinction spectrum is studied using the DDA-based computational analysis. Considering the nanofabrication condition, arrays with 40 nm thickness and 230 nm period are selected and fabricated by using nanosphere lithography (NSL) technique. The experimental spectrum is basically in agreement with the theoretical spectrum derived by the DDA calculation.
Introduction
Plasmonic filters provide the unique capability of manipulating light at subwavelength scales by using versatile nanostructures, such as cubes [1, 2] , clusters [3] , shells [4] , disks [5, 6] , holes [7, 8] , rings [9] , rods [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , and particles with arbitrary shapes [15] [16] [17] . So far, many different types of plasmonic devices have been demonstrated, including modulators [18] , interferometers [19] , switches [20] , polarizers [21] , and absorbers [22, 23] .
Plasmonic structures being used as optical filter have the following advantages [24] : the passing bandwidth is tunable through modulation of geometrical parameters and materials of the nanoparticles. This filter can work in aqueous environments such as organic chemical and biological solutions because there is no chemical reaction between the organic solution and metallic particles. This plasmonic filter is costeffective by virtue of replication technique for device fabrication. The dimensional (2D) metallic nanoparticle arrays can also be used as a high efficiency polarization filter in the visible regime by virtue of their anisotropic response to the EM wave. Wu et al. report a metamaterial-based plasmonic filter which is applicable in terahertz [25] . The realization of the plasmonic structure in terahertz ranges may lead to some applications such as a high pass filter in the terahertz imaging systems [26] . Recent advances in experimental techniques have allowed for the fabrication of nanoparticle arrays in different shapes, patterns, and sizes [27, 28] . Many research groups can fabricate different dimensional shapes of the sphere, ellipse, stick, triangle, and prism using different fabricated methods [29] .
Both the thickness and the period of the metallic nanoarrays are of particular importance for surface plasmon resonances and couplings, hence affecting photon flow accordingly. Fu et al. proposed a rhombic Ag nanoparticles arraybased plasmonic filter for visible wavelength regime [24] . However, our study found that, compared with the rhombic Ag nanoarrays, hexagonally arranged triangular nanoarrays present more stable structure and optical properties, therefore being more suitable for plasmonic filters. What is more, the refractive index sensitivity (RIS) and figure of merit (FOM) strongly depend on the arrangement, the thickness, and period of the nanoarrays. We have done a further study on these two important factors. In this work, a new plasmonic filter working in visible wavelength regime is presented on the basis of hexagonally arranged triangular silver nanoparticle arrays with suitable thickness and period. DDA method is used to calculate the RIS and FOM of the nanostructure 2 Advances in Materials Science and Engineering arrays with different thicknesses and periods. We develop an extended nanosphere lithography (NSL) method to fabricate the silver nanoparticle arrays with different thicknesses and periods. Our results therefore show great potential for applications in the visible wavelength regime.
DDA Method
The DDA provides a convenient method for describing light scattering from nanoparticles of arbitrary shape. In DDA formalism, the object of interest, usually called "target, " is described as a cubic array lattice of electric dipoles ( -point dipoles) in which the polarizability and position vector of each dipole are specified as and r , respectively. The induced dipole polarization P in each element is determined from [30] [31] [32] 
where the local field E loc, (r ) is the sum of the field radiated from all the other − 1 dipoles. For a given wavelength , including the contribution of all the other dipoles, the local field can be written as
where k and E 0 are the wave vector and the amplitude of the incident radiation, respectively. The contribution to the electric field at position due to the dipole at position is contained in the second term on the right side of (2) and is normally expressed in terms of the dipole-dipole interaction matrix A as
where r and correspond to the dipole-dipole position difference vector and magnitude that are defined as r − r and |r − r |, respectively. Substituting (2) and (3) into (1), we can generate the system of equations
where the off-diagonal elements of the matrix are the same as and the diagonal elements of the matrix are −1 .
For a system with total dipoles, , E and P are 3 -dimensional vectors and A is a 3 × 3 matrix. Solving this set of 3 complex linear equations, the polarizations P are determined, and from this we can calculate cross section of the extinction as
Filter Design
In the DDA algorithm, we model the hexagonally arranged triangular silver nanoparticle arrays. This work highlights the problems in recent experiments, the geometrical parameters of the hexagonally arranged triangular silver nanoparticle arrays which cannot be decided by the experiment facture only. We will show that the calculation results are in quantitative agreement with those of the experiments. The computational calculation-based design method for determining the parameters of the hexagonally arranged triangular silver nanoparticle arrays from the fabrication point of view is provided. In our computational calculation, we consider the silver particles with the same period and in-plane widths but different out-of-plane heights which can be fabricated by depositing metal in different thicknesses through the masks after the NSL process. The calculations are carried out for the particles arranged in a triangular structure. However, the fabricated particles may have a varied thickness/height from the design value due to fabrication error. Hence it is necessary to analyze the influence of varied thicknesses on optical performance firstly. To study this point, we calculate the extinction spectra, RIS as well as FOM of the triangular Ag nanostructure arrays with different Ag layer thicknesses. The thicknesses of triangular array structure are 30, 35, 40 , and 45 nm with fixed period of 230 nm. According to the calculated extinction spectra presented in Figure 2 , when the Ag layer thickness increases, the intensity of the extinction and the full width at half-maximum (FWHM) decrease obviously. The positions of the peak wavelengths locate at wavelength of 691 nm, whether the thickness is 35 nm, 40 nm, or 45 nm.
In order to investigate the effect of the Ag layer thickness on the sensitivity of the nanostructure array, we calculate the extinction spectra of the effective refractive index of the medium surrounding the nanostructure array. The RIS is defined as = Δ /Δ [33] , where Δ and Δ denote the peak of the wavelength change and the refractive index change, respectively. For the nanostructure array with 30 nm thickness of Ag layer, the peak wavelength has a red shift when the refractive index increases as shown in Figure 3 The FOM for a metal nanostructure is defined as = / [34] , where and denote the RIS and FWHM, respectively. According to Figures 2(b) and 3(c) , we calculate the FOM and the calculation result is shown in Figure 4 . It can be seen from Figure 4 that the FOM of the nanostructure array remains at a more stable and relatively high value, when the thickness of Ag layer increases from 40 to 45 nm.
In our calculation, the diverse diameters of the polystyrene spheres (PS) being used in fabrication are considered to adjust the period of the triangular silver particles. The correct direction for the facture of the hexagonally arranged triangular silver nanoparticle arrays is offered by means of analyzing variation of the particle periods. The period effects of the extinction spectra with fixed thickness of silver, 40 nm, are calculated by changing the periods to be 230 nm, 280 nm, 380 nm, and 460 nm, respectively. Figure 5 shows the resulting spectra, which look very similar to each other. The relationship between the FWHM and the period of the triangular silver particles is shown in Figure 5(b) . When the periods are 230 nm, 280 nm, and 380 nm, the positions of the peak wavelengths are located in 691 nm. Figure 6 shows the RIS of the nanostructure arrays with different periods. Figure 7 shows the FOM of the nanostructure arrays with different periods. As can be seen from Figure 5 to Figure 7 , when the period of the nanostructure array is changed to 230 nm, the extinction efficiency has a relatively higher value Advances in Materials Science and Engineering and the corresponding FWHM of the spectrum is the widest in the periods of 280 nm, 380 nm, and 460 nm. We can find that the nanostructure array has maximum RIS and FOM, when the period is increased from 230 nm to 280 nm. From the calculated results, we can find that the 40 nm thickness with 230 nm period is the suitable structure parameter for our calculation.
Filter Fabrication
Considering capability of the nanostructure fabrication in experiment, the thickness is selected as 30-45 nm and the period is selected as 230-460 nm, respectively, in the DDA calculation.
In our experiments, the triangular metal nanostructures with different thicknesses and periods are fabricated by means of NSL technique. The PS with a mean diameter of 230 nm, 280 nm, 380 nm, and 460 nm and a concentration of 10 wt% in solution are purchased from Suzhou NanoMicro Bio-Tech Co. Ltd. First of all, close-packed nanosphere is a prerequisite. The regular monolayer as a deposition mask is principal to achieve large-area hexagonal structure. To begin with, the PS solution is diluted to be 3 wt% with deionized water. The glass substrates are thoroughly cleaned, in toluene, acetone, and ethanol for 10 min, respectively, then in piranha solution (H 2 SO 4 : H 2 O 2 = 3 : 1) for 2 hours to remove organic residues. To achieve a hydrophilic surface, the glass substrates are ultrasonically bathed in NH 4 OH, H 2 O 2 , and H 2 O solution with the ratio of 1 : 1 : 5 for 2 hours. Every sonication followed rinsing with large amount of deionized water. The cleaned substrates are stored in deionized water until being used.
A single-layer of size-monodisperse PS nanospheres was drop-coated onto the substrate followed by the deposition of a silver film, as shown in Figure 8 .
The deposition of metallic layer (3N Ag) is performed in a home-built thermal evaporator at a pressure of 5.0 × 10 −4 Pa. The substrates are rotated at speeds of 16.5 rpm all through the deposition. To achieve homogeneous deposition, the power for heating up of the source materials is carefully increased. The deposition rate is ∼2.5 nm/s for silver layer. The thickness had been monitored using a Dektak 3 Series surface profiler to achieve an identical depth for a low reflectance. Figure 9 shows the SEM images of silver nanoparticle arrays for different thicknesses with fixed period of 230 nm. As shown in Figure 9 (a), the silver nanoparticles exhibit a hexagonally arranged disc structure rather than triangular structure, as the thickness of deposited silver film is 30 nm. When the silver particles arrive at the glass substrate after passing through the triangular gaps, the energy falls sharply. In this case, the disc structure is easier formed because of its smaller surface energy. Besides, as the prior deposition particle has been combined with the substrate and no subsequent particle proceeds, the smaller disc structure cannot spread out into the triangular one. However, as the deposited film thickness increases, the angular structure mounts and tends to regular, which is presented as in Figures 9(b) and 9(c). As shown in Figure 9 (c), the angular structure turns into regular, and its tip becomes sharp. This structure is very conducive to further modification experiments for signal detection. Figure 9 (d) shows the SEM image of silver nanoparticle arrays with the silver film of 45 nm thickness. In this case, the triangular array is evident. However, the triangular tips are not as sharp as those shown in Figure 9 (c), and the array is not so regular as well. This is mainly because of the deposition time, which determines the thickness of the film. Firstly, the evaporation silver particles cover the gap interspaces among the spheres, and the energy reduces greatly. Secondly, the subsequent particles combine with the advanced ones to form larger particles. Thirdly, when more and more particles accumulate, they may collapse in the triangular gaps. As their energy in the second process has decreased, the collapsed particles cannot combine with the substrate furthermore. So the particles cannot spread out into the regular triangular array, which is shown in Figure 9 (d). Different-sized silver nanoparticle arrays are presented, as shown in Figures 10(a)-10(d) . The silver film thickness is fixed on 40 nm. The nanoparticles exhibit a triangular structure and are arranged as a hexagonal array on the scale of several micrometers in lateral size. When the period is 230 nm, the nanoparticles exhibit a triangular structure but that is more uniform than the other cases, the angular structure turns into regular, and its tip becomes sharp, as shown in Figure 10 (a). This structure is very conducive to further modification experiments for signal detection. Table 1 shows that the actual height ℎ 2 of the nanoparticle varies with the thickness of the deposition film. As shown in Table 1 , the thicknesses ℎ 1 of the silver film of 30 nm, 35 nm, 40 nm, and 45 nm are experimental parameter according to the thermal evaporation conditions, while the actual heights ℎ 2 of silver nanoparticles are gotten by the sample measurement. It is clear that as the thickness of the silver film is altered from 30 nm to 45 nm, the actual thicknesses of the silver nanoparticle are 35 nm, 37 nm, 38 nm, and 40 nm, respectively. It indicates that as the silver film thickness ℎ 1 increases, the actual height ℎ 2 increases gradually as well. Furthermore, the nanoparticle height increases sharply when the deposited film is thin and then tends to grow slowly as the evaporation proceeds. 
Results and Discussion
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Sub. PS In our experiments, we detected the extinction efficiency of the representative triangular silver nanoparticle array with 230 nm period and 40 nm thickness of the silver particles. The experimental and the calculated results are shown in Figure 7 . It can be seen apparently that when the wavelength is 663 nm, the extinction efficiency reaches to a maximum value ( Figure 11 ). When DDA calculation is taken to calculate the extinction efficiency, the maximum wavelength of extinction efficiency is 691 nm. The calculated result of the plasmon wavelength with the designed model agrees with recent experimental result. The only major difference with the experiment is that the experimental peak is shifted by 28 nm to the blue compared to the calculated result. This is likely caused by substrate effect (see [35] ). The other reason [24] is that fabrication error caused uniformity issue for both size and shape of the particles. In addition, in DDA calculated model, the edge of the triangular nanoparticles is straight while in experiment it is curving. 
Summary
A hexagonally arranged triangular silver nanoparticles arraybased plasmonic filter is proposed for visible wavelength regime. A DDA algorithm-based design method is presented. After fabrication using NSL technique, spectroscopic results show that the measured spectrum is basically in agreement with the theoretical spectrum derived by the DDA calculation. Therefore, its application in the visible wavelength regime is possible.
